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We shop that there are Whitney maps on the 2-cell such that Whitney contim. in the 
hyperspace of the 2-cell are. non-contractible, non-locally contractible, and have non-trivial tech 
cohomology in dimension 2. This implies that contractibility, local contractibility, being an AR, 
being an ANR, and acyclicity in leech cohomology are not Whitney properties. We show, 
however, that contractibility is a Whitney property for the class of dendrites. 
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l,, Introduction 
In his 1942 paper on hyperspaces, J. L. Kebley proved a result from which it 
easily follows that if a continuum X is contractible, then so is C(X), the hyperspace 
of subcontinua of X. We will study the effect: of the contractibility of X on continua 
which are elements of certain decompositions of C(X). 
In [lo] Whitney proved that for any continuum X there exist maps 9 : C(X)-* 
[0, 00) satisfying 
(1) p({x})= 0 for every x E X, and 
(2) if A, 53 E C(X) and A 5 B, then p(A)< p (3). 
Any such continuous function is call& a Whitney map. These maps have been 
shown to be monotone [2], and the collection {&t)}r for t E [O. i~(,Y)], is a 
decomposition of C(X) into continua TNhich are called Whitney <,.~:r;t~nua. A 
logical property P is called a hitney property if whenever >C has property P, 
es every Whitney continuum in C(X). 
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Krasinkiewicz and Nadler [S] have asked whether contractibility, being an 
absolute retract, and being an absolute neighborhood retract are Whitney pro- 
perties. We will answer these questjons negatively. In ‘fa$ we will give‘ ~xit~pks of
continua X and Whitney co.ntinua v&-‘(t) in C(X) such that 
(I) X: iscontractible and p-“(t) is’ n&t &ly non~contractible, but has non-trivial 
fundamental group and non-trivial first singular hom010gy roup; 
(2) X is an absolute retract and 1: -l(t) is non-contractible and has non-trivial 
shape; 
(3) X is an absolute retract and p.-‘: ,t) is not locally contractible. We also show 
that there is a class of spaces For whit+ contractibility is a Whitney property, 
Rogers has shown 1.33 that there is always a monomorphism H’(cl,-‘$))+H’(X) 
of tech cohomology groups. This suggested that possibly acyclicity in tech 
cohomology would be a Whitney property. The question of whether or not acy- 
clicity is a Whitney property was also asked in [S],. The answer is negative. In our 
Example 2, X is a 2-cell and H’(&-‘(b))# 0 for some t. 
By a continuum we mean a non-empty, compact, connected metric space. The 
letter X will always denote a continuum, and d will be a mr:tric on X. For x E X and 
&>O, let B&;E)=-{y~Xfd(~,y)<e). Xf A&K thsn let V,(A)= 
jd(&(a :_ E) 1 a E A}. Let p be the Hausdort? metric on C(;““c). (See [3j.) The symbol 
p represents a Whitney map on C(X). 
In the course of the paper we make use of the following two results. Krasinkie- 
wicz [4] has shown that if pi (A) = p(B) and E > 0, then there exists q > 0 such that 
B c Vq (A) implies p (A, B) < E. Nadler [7] and Rogers [9] obtained the following: 
If p(A)=&?)== t,, A n B f #, and C is a component of A n B, then there exists an 
arc in c~.-‘(P) froni 4 to B such that each point of the arc is a continuum which 
contains C and is contain& in A u B. 
If ACX. then let C(A)={YEC(X)~ YEA}. For a fixed p and for TV 
]O, Y WI, [es 
C(A;~)-{YE~-‘(~)I YcA} aad CL z(Yq.?(t)[A~ Y}. 
If A = (p}, write CL for Cl\. If A E C(X), then C(A, 1) is a continuum since the 
resttiction of p to C(A ) is a Whitney map for C(A) and Whitney maps are 
monotone [Z]. It follows easily f;*om the proof of Theorem 4.2 of [Q] or Lemma 1 oc 
[7] that CA is a continuum when A E C(X). 
In his classical work !j,n hyperspaces [3], Kelley defined a segment in C(X) as 
follows: If A, BE C(X), then a segment from A to B is a continuous func\:kon 
{A, 1 t E [lo, 13) from [0, .1] into C(X j such that 
(6) Aa,=A, 
(2) A1 = B, 
(3) &%)=(1-t)pM) t&t(B), and 
( 61 &J. 
eky [-i-f proved that if A. B E C’(X) and en there exists a segment from A 
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2. Some non-Whitney properties 
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In this section we give two examples which show that contractibility, being an 
absolute retract, trivial shape, acyclicity, local contractibihty, and being an abschlute 
neighborhood retract are not Whitney properties. 
In the same paper IlO] in which he proved the existence of what we call Whitney 
maps, Whitney defined a map having a property r?.ot possessed by Whitney maps in 
general. This map, which will be referred to as fi in the remainder of this paper, is 
defined as follows: For A E C(X) and i an ir?eger greater than or equal to 2, let 
{Pp 1 a E &!(A, i)] be the collection of all i element subsets of A. Let p(Pcr) = 
min {d(x, y) 1 x, y E Pa, x f y} and ki(A)= 1.u.b. {q(P*) 1 a E f&4, i)}. Define 
cD &(A) 
fi(Ai= 1 2’-‘. 
i=2 
Then & is a Whitney map and, as Whitney observes in [lo], fi has the property that 
if A and B are isometric as subsets of X, then c(A) = b(B)!. Also if .4 snd B are 
geometrically similar, i.e. if there exists a homeomorphism f :: A + I3 and a constant 
k such that for x1, x2 E A, d(f(.~), f(xa)) = kd(xl, xl), then g(B) = k& (A ): 
The following lemma follows immediately from the definition of .U:. 
Lemma 1. If A, B E C(X) and f : A + B is a surjective map wch thas for ai?l x, y E A, 
d(f(u), f(y))G d(x, y), then bi(B)s /Zi(A) fpr i 3 2. 
?Ve now use the map fi to show that not only is contractibility not a Whitney 
property, but there exists a contimuum X which is an absolute retract and a 








ample 2. Let us consider S2 as S’X[-1, ~]/S’X{--I}, S’x{l!. L:t X be the 
>set of S2 identified with S’ x [ - 1, $S’ x { - 1). Then X is an absolute retract. 
t RI = S’ X {$} and RZ = S’ x { -$}. Since R1 and Rz are isometric, ~J.(R J = ,ii(Rz). 
1 t=$(Ri). 
Let pi, i =: 1, 2, be the prajection of S’ x (- 1, I_) onto the I-th coordinate. Let 
ECQS*X[-$,$I) such that p;(A)=S’ and A#R,, R2. We show that fi(A)>t. 
Clearly fi2(A)=diam(A)>diam (R1j=&(R1). Let f:A+R1 by f(e2mie, r)=y 
where y is the pain! of R1 such that pl(y I= e2’? Then for x1, x2 ~1, d(f(xl), 
f(X2))sd(x1, ~2). Hence, by Lemma 1, fii(A)a/Zi(Rl) for i ~2, and it follows that 
,G(A)>fi(R*)= t. 
We define maps g : S2-, cm’ (t) and h : E-‘(t)+ S2 such that h 0 ,g k t’he identit!, I 
map on S’. Let 
g(S’u{-l})=S’x{-$}=R2 and g(S’~{l})=S’~{f]=R~. 
. 
If n = (e2+,, P) E s; x (- 1, i), then p (S’ x {$I))> t aind g(x) can be chosen to be the 
pl(A) = [e27rifl(n’. 3, e2d?(A.Zl ]# - ‘and, pi(A) +~~[k(A;*.l),.z(A, 2&/$ (-3, $1. .I ; . i 
Then let h(+4)= (e T(6’a4* "+f'A*?', 2i(Ai, 1)),.Thjs:~~ a ~~~~@&s f unctionl . 
To see that h 0 g is tike! idendty mapon Sy, let ix ” (e2niB, r)~ S” x (4,l). Then 
the first coordinate of J&(x) is th+ midpoint of p&x)), which is e2nie and the 
second coordinate of !zg(r;;) is 2~(g(x)~ i)= &)*.fl* So hg(x)=x. Also hg(S’ x 
{,-l})= h(&)=: S1 x{--- I) and hg(S’ X {I})= @?I)- S’x’{l). 
Since :g2 is not ContractibIe, the identity m@ on S2 cannot factor through a 
cantractibIe space. Thus k-‘(t) is not contractible and so notan absolute retract.U 
The following corsiky answers a question raised in [59. 
corollarry 3. Ttte pmci?rty uf having trivial shape is not a Whitney property. 
Proof, The space 3,” sf Example 2 has trivial shape. ii continuum Y has trivial 
shape if and only if *:salrery map from Y into any absolute; neighborhood retract is 
homotopk to a cob’:I;: ant map. The map h : p-‘(t)+ S2 in Example 2 is not homo- 
topically trivial. Hera0: p -l(t) has non-trivial shape. cl 
The following co~:PIary answers a question raised ix: {S] and 181. The author is 
indebted to Augus#;f kql~u for the proof of the corollary. 
coroll(ary 4. Acydki~ry, iti the sense uf eech cohomolog;J, is not a Whitkley property. 
Proof. The space .K’ of Example 2 is acyclic. We constructed maps g : S*+ g-‘(t) 
and h :b-l(t)+ %’ :.,.ich that hg = i, where a’ is the identity map on S2. Then 
g*h* z i* and i” 9s zn isomorphism. Hence h* : H’(S’)-* H’@“(t)) is ihjective. 
Since H2(S2) # 0, t&n H2&‘(t))# 0 and p-‘(t) is not acyclic. Cl 
In the uext exar.11~ te we again take X to be a 2-cell and use $ to get a Whitney 
continuum in C(?~‘j <uhich is not farally contractible. This demonstrates that local 
,contractibiIity ak tl&ng an aaso%ute neighborhood retract are not VJhitney pro- 
perties. 
le5. ImR':~~A~=~{(x,y,z)~X2+y2 = 1, z = 0) and for ~PV: erositive integer 
n, let /4, ={(x, yp ?;! 1 x”+y2= d ,, z = l/2”-‘}. Let X, be the a3ry’,;31us which is 
~l~tain~d in tk t:p ‘-nere with c!anter (0,6, 3/2n+1) an& radius 4 Fdz and is 
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bounded by the circlecj A,, and Ar.+l. Let 
y’ilqjx,= fi XnuAo, 
n=l ?l=l 
~={(~,y,z)lx2+y2~~ 1 and z = 1); 
and X = Y v 2. (see Fig. 1.) Then X is a &cell. 
Al /‘=1 
L- -4 I- __------z__ A2 
Fig. 1. 
Since An and A0 are isometric for all n, we have r_2 (x4,) = & (AC) = t for all n. VJe 
wil! show that G-‘(zp is not locally contractible. 
Let p : Y + A0 be the map obtained by projecting downward along great circles in 
the spheres contaming Ai and .Ai+l, i E {1,2, . . . }. By an argument like that used iE 
Example 2 one can show that if B E &-‘(t)n C(Y) and B #A, for all n, then p(B) 
is a proper subcontinuum of Ao, and thus an arc. 
Suppose &-l(t) is locally contractible. Let E > 0 be given. Then there exists 6 > 0 
such that BJAO; s)n&-l(t) is contractible over BJ I,; ~)n&‘-‘(t). Now there 
exists q > 0 such that if YE j?(t) then Y G Bd(Ao; qj implies YE Bp(Ao; 6). But 
there exists i such that Xi 5 Bd(Ao; r)) and so C(A& tjs B,,(Ao; S)q fi- ‘(t>. 
Consider S* as S1 x [ - 1, l],‘S’ x { - I}, S’ x (1). Define f: S2+ fi -“(t) as follows: 
Let j(S’x{-l})=Ai+l andMS’~{l})=A~. If (e2”“@, r)&x(-1, l), let f(e2*ie, r) 
be the element OF G-‘(t) which is an arc contained in the circle Xi n 
{(x, y, z) 1 z = (r + 3)/2”+‘} ant!! having as it; midpoint a point of p- t(e2ari8). Then f 
is continuous and f(S2) is r.:s7lltained I. C(Xi, t) which is contractible Over 
Bp(Ao; &)nfi--l(t)* 
Now & define a map 6 :$-I(f)+ S2 SO that g 0 f is the identity map on S2. If 
B~#(t>and BnintZ $0, let g(B)=S’x{?:. For IsnG, let g(Ln)=S1~:{lj, 
for i-tlsn, let g(An)=SIX{-I}, and let g(A+S’x{-I]. Let q: Y+[O, ‘;I be 
on&s the r-axis. E #K’(;)n C(Y), f Aj for aIll j, diet e25ri6’B) 
aad r(B) be the midpoints of p(B) and q,(B) respectively; ‘if F(19)~‘l/2ic’, let 
g(B)= S” x{IP and if r@?)s l/2’, let g(B)-S’ X{~W 1). If l/2’<@)< 1/2”-l, let 
g(B)= (e 2w’e”‘P Z’“‘(r(aZ))-3). Note &at if B, +Ai, then r[&,)+ l/2’-‘, so 
2’+ ‘(r(B,)) - 3 + 1 and g(B,)-* S1 X {I} = g(Ai). Simi!arly, g is continuousat .Ai+l. 
We may concif ude that =g is continuous‘ and it ii tgsfio see that &(x) *x, for all 
XES2. 
We havy: a contradiction since f is homotopic to a constant map and gf is not. 
Hence $ -* (9) is not ItocaIly contractible. CJ 
3. ContractiMKty in the hyperspace sf the 2-CellI 
The space X of Example 2 is homeom&Jrphic to D, the unit disk in the plane. In 
this section we use the Whitney map $ on C(D) and see that, in contrast to the 
result in Example 2, the Whitney continua in C(D) are all contractible. Thus the 
properly of having contractible Whitney continua for the map & is not a topological 
property* 
Lemma 6. Suppose there exists a homotopy H :X x I +x co~tructing X to a point p 
such that for every A E p-‘(t), p(H(A, s))~ t for all SE [O, I]. Then p-‘(t) is 
contractible. . 
Pro&. We will define a homotopy fi: p-‘(t)x [0, l] + G-‘(t) and a homotopy 
d : ,C’(t)x [1,2] +&l(t) sudh that fi(A, 0)= A, fi(A, l)= @A, 1) and 
&A, 2)= Y for all A E F-‘(t) and fixed YE C’b. 
Let (A,s)&-‘(t)x[O, 13. Since p(H(A,O))=p(A)==t, we have 
g(H(A, [O, ~])/a t. By hypothesis &H(A, s))~ t. So by the continuity of ~7 and p, 
there exists s’ such that p(H(A, [s’, s]))= t. Let 
A(s)= l.u.b.{s' 1 Oss'ss and p(H[A, [s’, s])) = t). 
Define l? : p-l(t)x [0, I] 3 p-‘(t) by fi(A, s)= H(A, [A(s), J;]). 
To show thait rz’ is continuous let s E [0, 1] and Ict [A,,} be a sequence of elements 
of p?(t) ‘such that A, +A. Suppose A,(s)+ sO. Then fi(A,,, s) = 
H$&, [A,(s), s]) -+ H (A, [so, $1) by the continuity of H, and EA, (H(A, [so, s])) = t by 
the continuity of p. By tfre definition of A(s), &Y(A, [A(P), s]))= t and SO 6 A(s). 
But sosA(s) implies H(A, [A(s), S])E H(A. [so, s]) and so H(A, [SO, s])= 
iY(A, [A(S), s]) = @(A, s). Hence fi(A,, s)r* fi(A, s). 
Ii’ we fix A q?(t) and let s,, +s in [0, 1], then the same type of argumen? using 
the monotonicity of p shows that &A, sn)-+ fi(A, s). Therefore I? is continuous. 
Kate that flor any A E p-‘(t), A(0) = 3 and so l?(A, 0) = M.4,0)== A Since H 
contracts X to p, 
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For (A, S)E g -l(t) x i’s, 11, there exists 
u(A, s) = l.u.b.{v 1 A(l)s v =Z 1 and p(H(A, [v, 11)) = st). 
kf F(A, s)= H(A, @(A, s), l]). Then F:p-‘(t)x[O, l]+ u{C’k 1 sat) is can- 
tinuous by aa argument just like that far the continuity of fi, 
Choose YE Ci. Let {Y,} be a segment from p to Y. For (A, S)E y-‘(t) x [O, I j, 
let t(4, s) = l.u.b.{r 1 p(F(A, s)u Y,) = t}. Define fi : p-‘(t) x [ 1,2] -SC /-c -l(t) by 
&A, 2-s)= F(A, +J YrtAas) for A E p-‘(t), s E [O, I]. Sirice ~(~4, I)= A(l), we 
have p(F(A, l))= p(H(A, [A(l), l]))= t. Hence 
e(A, I)= @A, 2-l)= F(A, 1)~ Yr(A,l)= H(A, [A(l), l])= h;r(A, 1). 
Taking s = 0, we have 
&A, 2)= F(A, 0)~ Yr(A,,,I = (p}u Y1 T= (p)v Y = Y. 
TO show that d is continuous, Ax s E [0,1] and let A, +A in p-‘(t). Suppose 
r(An, s)+r~. Then F ii; continuous and the segment { Yr} is continuous, so 
&A, 2-s)-+ F(A, s)w Y,,E pm’(!). By the definition of r(A, s), 
g(F(A, s)u Y,:AJ = t and ro s r(ri, s). 
But then F(P;, s) 3 YrO c F(A, s)u Y&,+ So F(A, s)v Y,, = F(A, S) CJ YrtA,sj and it 
follows that @A,,, 2 -s) + F(A, s) u Y&) = &A, 2-s). By a similar argument, 
&A, 2-s,J+ &A, 2-s) for fixed A E p-‘(t) {and sn +s in [O, 11. Therefor? d is 
continuous and it follows that p-l(t) is contractible. 0 
Pnrposition 7. Let X = {(x, y)E &I2 1 x2 + y 2~ 1). Then G -l(t) is contractible for al.: 
t E lo, k(X)]. 
Pm& Let us consider-x as S’ x [0,11/S’ x (0). Define H : X x I +X by 
H((e*“‘8 r), s) - 
( (ezrie, (1 - s)r) 
kx{(I) 
if s E [O, l), 
ifs= 1. 
hen H is a contraction of X to the point S’ x (0). 
Let A E C(X). Then for any s E [0, l), A is homeomorphic to H(A, s) and if 
x,y~A,thend(H(x,s),H(y,sj)=(l-s)d(x,y).HenceriiH(A,s)=il-s)~(A)~ 
c(A). For s= 1, H(A,s)=S’x(O) and &(S’x{O})=O. Thus &(H(A,s))=$(A) 
for all s E [0, 11. It follows by Lemma 6 that g-‘(t) is contractible for all t E 
[O, fiw1. cl 
re If0 lies 
We have already established in le 2 that contractibility is not a Whitney 
roperty. Example 8 is included for the sake of the two corollaries which follow it. 
Let X’ be the suspension *of L”LJM’ with s&ension points pI = (O,O, 1’); and 




We mile xk~pr the! following notation: for A, B G UB3, let [A, B] denote the bnion 
of all ,-traight line segments from a poiilt of A to a point of B. Thus we may 
repre~~~:fi~t A? as [Lb M’, (PI, p& 
Let ? ={(x, Iv’, 2)E [L’, {PI, pz)] Iltl+ h ,see Fig. 3), and let ~1 be a Whitney map 
on @(.‘? ‘). Let 
to = gJ.b.{t 1 for some A E C( 
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Fig. 3. 
tl = g.l.b.(a 1 for some A E C(X’), pl(A)= t and 
An{(x,y,z)!z=djf0for d= *$I. 1 
Choose c >f so that 
~5 ,([L’, pl] rl {(x, y, 2) 1 2 = c}) = t <= min{h tll. 
Let X =X'n((x, y, z)I 2 SC), L = [L’, b1,p2}]n* and M= [AC ip~,&)JJn-~~. Let 
B=LfJ{(.GY,~~l z =c} andD=Mn{(x,y,z)l z = c} (see Fig. 4). Note that X is 
contractible. Let p = ~1 1 C(X). 
Let 
X1=Xn{(x,y,z)Iz&}, X2=Xn{(x, y, z)I 2 s -$1, 
X3 = L’,(X, u X2) and X4 = M\(Xl u X2). 
We will denote by X( ,, t) the set {A E y-“(t) 1 A n Xi f @}. Note that X(Xi, q> is a 
continuum [5] since Xi is a continuum for i = 1,2. Also note that 
p-l(t)= X(X1, t)uX(X*, t)u C(&, t)u G(XL$, t). 
Fig. 4. 
We construct a simple closed curve S in p-‘(t) by taking the union of four arcs 
formed as follows: 
SC: Let SO be an arc in C(L, t) from B to a point Br such that p2~ &. This is 
possible since L is arc-connected and, hence, so is C(L, t) [7,9]. Also, So can be 
chosen so that SonX(Xi, t), i = 1,2, and &R C(X3, t) are connected. 
S1: Let & E C(M, t) such that p2 E B2. Then there is an arc Sr from Br to Bz such 
that each point of Sr is contained in & w & and contains the point ~2. It follows 
that .!?I n C(Xj, t)= Q) for j = 3,4. 
$1 There is an arc S2 in C(M, t) from B2 to some B3 E C(D, t) such that 
S;2 A X(Xi, t>y i = 1,2, and S2 n C(X,, t) are connected and Sz n C(.U, t) = B3. 
&: Since F(B) = t, C(B u D, t) is an arc. Let Sj be the part of the arc from BJ to 
R _. 
Then .S = u” i=O Sj is a simple closed. curve. 
Let icas assume that p-l($) is contractible. ct f: S’ --) g -l(f) be a homeomorphism 
cf the one-sphere S* onto S. Then f extend 
ur,it disk in lR*. 
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Let Yi =f’(X(Xi, t)) for i = 1,2. Then Yl and Y2 are closed, Since no element 
of F-‘(t) intersects both Xr and X2, we have X(X,, t)nX(&, t) = 0 and SO 
5(1 n Yz = 0. Note: tha”r by the construction of S, Yi n S’ is an arc for i = 1,2. 
Let Yi =f-‘(C(Xj, t)) for j = 3.4. Since X3 n X4 = 0, we have Y3 n Yd = 0. By the 
construction of S, Yi n S’ is an arc and Vi n Yi n Sf # 0 for j = 3,4, i = 1,2. Note 
that E = Ufsl Yi. 
Proof of Chirn 1. Let p3~ Y3 P 3’ and p4~ Y4n S’. For i = I, 2, there is an arc 
A~fromp~to~~suchthatA~~(Y~~~~~Y~)~S’,A~~Y~=0andA~~~Y~=0. 
Consider E as being embedded in the two-sphere S*. Choose E > 0 such that 
V=(Yl)n V,(Y+0, Ye(Yl)nAz=O an &(Y&-& =0. For i= 1,2, let Y:= 
Ve(Yi)U (S*\E). Then Y: is an open subset of S2. Now Y; does not separate p3 and 
p4 since ~3, p4tz A2 z S*\Yi. Similarly Yi does not separate p3 and p4. Since 
‘H/i n Yi = S*\E is connected, we may conclude by Theorem 7, Section 61, I of [lo] 
that Yi u Yi is not a cut between p3 and p4. It follows that p3 and p4 belong to the 
same component of E\( Y[ u Yi) and, hence, to the same component K of E\( WI ir 
Y2).=ButthenK~~3uY~andKn&f0#Kn~4.Hence p3n!?4#@ 
Claim 2. Suppose & is a continuum in p-l(t) which intersects both C(&, t) and 
C(*!M, t)\c;2. Then z$ must contain a subcontinuum of L which intersects 
[ql, bl, pz)] arid one which intersects [q2, (PI, pz)]. 
Proof of Chim 2. Let {yi} be a sequence of distinct points of M’ with y- 
coordinate equal to 1. Then yi 3 41. For each i, let rni = [yi, (PI, pz}] n X. Note that 
??2i + [sI, bI, p2}] n X. Suppose no element of & n C(I+ t) intersects [41, (PI, p2)]. 
Then there exists N such that for n > N, no element of ..& intersects m,. Choose 
i> N such that each of the two components U1 and U2 of X\m, contains continua 
in J& Then (C(U&d)u(C(&)nd) is a separation of A This’ is impossible, SO 
some element of &n C(L, t) must intersect [al, (pi, pi}]. Similarly, some element 
of ;a$ n C(L, t) intersects [q~, (pl, p2}]. This completes the proof of Claim 2. 
Recall that by the &( nl site of :, no point of C(X3, t) intersects both [SI, (PI, P 211 
and fq2, IPI, ~4~ Thus 
~6% r-l([q2, {pl, pdl, ii) 1 A E: C(%, 01 
is a positive number. Let g2=~(C(z3, t): Cb,). Let E = min{&, E& 
Claim 3. Any continuum & in p--*(t) which intersects both C(x3, t) :~nd C(M, t) 
must have diameter at least E. 
Proof 0jThim 3. If & n C& == P, then by Claim 2, & contains a subcontinuum of 
L which intersects [ql, (aI, ~a}] and one which intersects [qz, (;cs,, pz}]. Since & also 
contains a point of C(x3, t), then by the choice of E lr we mu:rt have diam(&) 2 
3E1 3 E. If tin cfz # , then diam(.@ 2 ~2 2 E. This completes the ?Jroof of Claim 3. 
NOW let x E Y3 n &. By the continuity of f: there exists ci > 0 such that d(x, x’) C 
6 implies p@(x), f(x’))< 42. Let G be a continuum of diameter less than 8 such 
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that n e int G C_ d G E. Then G n Y3 f 8 # G A Yh aind diam&G))< E/ 2, So fz is 
a continuum which intersects f( Y&= C(&, t)s C(&, t) and also intersects 
RY4E = ax49 t) s COM, t) and has diameter less than E. This .contradicts CMm 3. 
Therefore p-*(t) h &t contractible. 0 
If x‘ is the Wc:i’rjaw circle, then C(X) contains a Whitney continuum which is a 
circle Es]. This 4~ws that having trivial fundamental group and having trivial 
singular homology groups are not Whitney properties. In the two following corol- 
laries we are able to make even stronger statements. 
Ckw&Iary 9. I’) X is contractible, then the Whitney continua in C(X) need not have . 
trivial fundamental group. 
PzM. Let X’ be the space of Example 8. The loop S constructed in p-‘(t) ii a 
member ob a non-trivial class in ahe fundamental group of p-‘(t). iJ 
C’oroUary IO. If X is contractible, then the Whitney continua in C(X) need n,ot h.we 
trivial first singular homology groups. 
Proof. Let X be the space in Example 8 and’let X1, X2, X3, and X4 be the subsets 
of X given in the example. Let A = X(X1, t)={YEp-l(t)j YnX1fO} and P= 
C(Xz u X3 w z4, l). The:! A and P are continua, A u P = CL_*(t) and the following 
is an exsi=t sequence: 
Since Xz u x3 u %4 is path-connected, s.3 is P [ 7,9]. Thus &(P) = 0. To see that 
A is path-connected, note that Xi = (X1, i.1 L) u (Xl n M), L n Xi and M n X1 are 
gath -connected. Then any point of X(X It t) which intersects L n Xl can be joined 
by an arc in X(X1, t) to the point B. Any point of X(X1, t) which intersects .M n X1 
can be joined by an arc in X(X1, t) to a point of C(D, r) Then, since C(B u D, t) is 
an arc. X(X,, t ) is pitth-connected. Thus &(A) = 0 and so im k s &(A j@&(P) = 
0. It follows ths\t the: map j is surjective. 
Rf call that by the choice of t in Example 8, 
and 
p(((x, y:, 2) 12 =4)nLbt. 
so C({!,. y1 2) j 2 if: tc:, {(x, y, 2) 1 2 = $}, w is nwlc 
(A n P) P 0 2nd riince j : N&L-‘(~))+ &(A n P) is surje 
‘J 
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!L Contractibility in the hyperspaces of wlelndrites 
Although contractibility is not, in general, a Whitney property, it is true that all 
Whitney continua in the hyperspace of a dendrite ‘are contractible. A dendrite is a 
locally connected, arcwise connected, hereditarily tinicoherent continuum. 
I. If there mists a contraction H : X x I + X of X to a point such that for 
every A in p?(t) and for every s E [O, I], H(A, s) is either a subcontinuum of A or a 
point, then p - l(t) is contractible. 
Proof. By definition of a Whitney map, if I!3 is a subcontinuum of A, then &3)~ 
cc(A) = t, and for any point p, p(p) = 0 s t. Tht: lemma :hen follows immediately 
from Lemma 6. u 
Proposition 12. Contractibility is a Whitney property for dmdrites. 
Proof. Let X be a dendrite and t E [0, p(X),! We show that the hypothei,es of 
Lemma 11 are satisfied and conclude that p-‘(t) is contractible. 
Let p EX. Charatonic and Eberhart [I] shoved that X has a metric which is 
radially convex with respect o p. Let d be such a metric. Given any two distinct 
points x, y E X, there is a unique arc, denoted [x, y], with non-cut points x and y. 
Let [p, p] denote the point p. Let L = l.ub.{d(x, p) 1 A E A’}. Let H :X Y 1’ +X 
defined by 
x, if d(x, p)” (1 - t)L, 
HCX, I)= 
the point y E [x, p] such that d (y, p) = (I- t)L, 
if d (x, p)> cl- t)L 
It is easy to see that H is continuous at any (x, t) for which d (x, p) s (1 - t )L. Let 
(x, t)~. X x I such that d(x, p)> (1 - t)L and let {(x,, tn)} be a sequence of points of 
X x I converging to (x, t). Let A be a continuum which is a neighbflrhood of x and 
is contained in &(x ; $(d (x, p) - (1 - t)E)). Then p & A and H (x, t) ti A. 
Since xn + x and t, + t, and d (x, p)> (1 -- t)L, we eventually trave d(x,!, p) > 
(1 -t,)L and then H(x,, fn) as the point yn in [x,, p] such that d(y,, p)== (I- p,)L. If 
such a point y, is in the continuum A, then we have 
d(x,p):Sd(x, Y,)+d(y,,p)<~(d(x,p)-(l-t;&)t-(:: -fn)L* 
But this is impossible when t,, is sufficiently close to t. Thus we may choose iV such 
(x,,, fn) is’ t oint y, E [x,, p at qyn, p)= (I- t,)L 
and y,&A. 
Now for each n >N, the arcs [x, p] and ]x,., rn] have the poir,t p In common, p& A 
and x, xn E A. It follows from the hereditary unicoherenrze of X that [x, p]\A = 
[x~, p]\.A. Then y, E [x, p] and dQn, p)-+$h)LBenqe yn =:H(x,; td+ H(x, t)* 
T,herefore If i: amtinuous at (x, t) and hence is a coritinuous function. 
Note that W(x, 0) = x and H(x, 1) = p flor al x E X. So b;f contracts X to p. 
Let 43 be a $ubcontinuum of X. If p E B, then it follows easily from the definition 
of H and the hereditary \micoheretice ,of-X.;thtit.H(B, P)is,? +ubtiQ@i~uu~~ $f B *for 
,111’ s EE Suppose p’& B and for some s E 1; H(B, s) is not a subcori&uum of B. Let 
x $2 B such that H(x, s)& I?. Let b E B. Now we have the same situation ,as that in the 
preceding argument with the continuuti, A and- the points x and xn, and we may 
conclude that [x9 p]\B = [b, p]\B, It follow-3 that : H(x, s) = H(h s) and hence 
H(B, r>r= H(x, s). Thus for all s E I, H(B, s) is either a subcotiltinuum of B or a 
point. 
Therefore p-‘(t) is contractible by Lemma 11. . 0 
Qsrestion. Is conti*actibility a Whitney property for one-dimensional continua? 
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